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Sommario 
In questa tesi magistrale ho studiato e analizzato gli strumenti e le risorse offerte 
dalla piattaforma di e-learning MOODLE e verificato quali opportunità offre per 
l'insegnamento e l'apprendimento. Ho effettuato, tenendo conto di queste risorse 
e di concetti di didattica della fisica, il trasferimento di uno dei corsi presenti sul 
sito ISHTAR dell'Università di Bologna, facendone la traduzione in inglese e 
integrandolo con elementi multimediali e forme di interfaccia, verifica e 
comunicazione proprie della piattaforma. Per un secondo corso, ho studiato e 
confrontato diverse metodologie di implementazione, basate su diversi obiettivi 
educativi. 
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Abstract 
In this master thesis I studied and analysed the tools and resources offered by the 
MOODLE e-learning platform and verified which opportunities it offers for 
teaching and learning. Taking into account the resources and concepts of the 
didactics of physics, I made the transfer of one of the courses available on the 
ISHTAR website of the University of Bologna, translating it into English and 
integrating it with multimedia elements and forms of interface, verification and 
communication available on the platform. For a second course, I studied and 
compared different methodologies of implementation, based on different 
educational objectives. 
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1 Introduction 
E-learning is the practice of using of multimedia and internet technologies and 
resources to deliver educational material and support learning. In recent years 
this practice has exploded, spreading quickly, as one or more personal computer 
became present in every household. 
Most Universities in the world today use e-learning as a resource to either aid 
study or provide remote teaching to students that cannot be present during the 
lectures. 
At the University of Bologna, in the early 1990s, the ISHTAR website was created 
to be an e-learning tool, it was the first and main website the students of the 
University of Bologna referred to for interactive courses available online, and the 
first online resource to organize lists for exams and deliver marks, before the 
electronic grade transcripts replaced the paper form. 
ISHTAR was the one of the first website that made interactive and adaptive 
courses online, but it was also a tool of interaction between the students and the 
lecturer 
Today, dozens of different e-learning platforms exist, each with its own 
characteristics, target user base and didactic focus. Among those, MOODLE is a 
platform created around the didactic concept of social constructivism 
MOODLE is a popular e-learning platform, used by prestigious organizations such 
as the University of California and the European Open University.  I sought to 
improve and upgrade the ISHTAR courses through their transposition onto this 
platform.  
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2 E-Learning 
2.1 A little history of e-learning 
The term e-learning is relatively young: the word was first used in 1999 at a 
Computer Based Training (CBT) seminar1.  The educational technology expert 
Elliott Masie, who described it as “the use of network technology  to design, 
deliver, select, administer, and extend learning”2, is credited as its creator.  
However, the idea behind this practice – long distance learning – has roots as far 
back as the 19th century.  
In the 1840s, Isaac Pitman3 started teaching shorthand – a form of symbolic and 
quick writing that was popular amongst secretaries, journalists and other 
individuals who took a lot of notes for their job – via correspondence: students 
would send completed assignments by mail, and Pitman would give them more 
work to be completed using the same system.  
In 1924, Ohio State University professor Sidney Pressey invented and patented 
the Automatic Teacher4, the first testing machine, that allowed students to test 
themselves, but although innovative it was a commercial failure.  
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Figure 2.1 - A poster advertising Pressey’s Automatic Teacher machine.  
In a similar fashion, in 1954 B. F.  Skinner, a Harvard Professor, was responsible 
for a different kind of “Teaching Machine”, called GLIDER5, which enabled schools 
to administer programmed instructions to their students.  Skinner’s invention was 
driven by the idea that learning should be directed with positive enforcement, 
and advocated the use of his machine for a broad range of students.  
If we want to be more accurate in defining the proper birth of what today is 
considered e-learning, though, we have to wait until 1960, when a group of 
physicists from the University of Illinois (U of I) proposed the idea of a Computer 
Based Training (CBT) program.  The idea was solidified by laboratory assistant 
Donald Bitzer – regarded as the true father of CBT – who realized that, in order 
to provide quality computer-based education, graphics were a critical factor6.  
This first system, known as PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching 
Operations) was initially designed for students attending the U of I, but ended 
up spreading fast to schools and businesses throughout the area.  
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Figure 2.2  - A screenshot example that shows how PLATO makes use of graphics.  
In 1984, the Irish Bill McCabe started using CBT systems to train professional 
figures, a - at the time, visionary – idea7.  
System like the teaching machines and PLATO, although they were on the right 
path, were really only set to deliver information to the students, on the same 
wavelength of the teaching principles of the time.  It was not until the 1970s that 
e-learning truly started sporting that characteristic of interactivity that defines it 
today.  The first home computers in the late 1970s – Commodore PET (1977), 
Apple II (1977), Atari 400/800 (1979), Commodore 64 (1982) – and the release 
of the first MAC in the 1980s finally enabled individuals to have computers in 
their homes: by the early 1990s, with the invention of the CD-ROM, CBT systems 
offered a broad array of options, available to more and more households and 
schools.  
This system was not as successful as imagined, though: people were not interested 
in learning on their own, if they got stuck or made a mistake there was no one to 
turn to, no incentive to continue.  The next big breakthrough was made by the 
quick spread of the World Wide Web, increasingly affordable and fast.  The Web 
would not only deliver content as its predecessors, it would provide personalized 
learning, it was finally possible to discuss and share results and thoughts, just like 
in a traditional classroom: the new WBT (Web Based Training) was formed, 
giving once again student feedback the spotlight.  Virtual learning environments 
began to truly thrive, with people gaining access to a wealth of online information 
and e-learning opportunities.  
e-learning is still growing and changing with the constant development, 
improvement and better affordability of personal computers, and it is even 
starting to make use of new technologies like Virtual and Augmented Reality8.  
The speed and intuitiveness of the more modern browsing platforms permits quick 
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interactions, rapid spread of information and feedback that are well suited to the 
purposes of e-learning. 
And in the distant future? Though preliminary, a 2011 study advances the idea 
that automatic learning might be achieved in the near future9. This type of 
learning might seem borderline dystopic, but the possibility that it might become 
a reality cannot be completely ruled out.  
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2.2 Methods and characteristics of e-learning 
Standing for “learning by electronic means”, e-learning is an umbrella term that 
encompasses all teaching methodologies and strategies that make the most of 
what the web and its versatility have to offer: ranging from real-time courses 
through videochat to interactive apps and pages the student can browse at their 
own pace and study with their own methods.   For the sake of simplicity, we will 
refer as “e-learning” to the systems that present the following characteristics.  
• E-learning is based on an electronic interface (computer, smartphone) 
connected to the internet, all types of non-internet and non-web 
technologies are not included. 
 
• An e-learning course is they are rely exclusively on a time schedule or the 
student’s physical presence in a certain place (this is also known as the 
“anytime, anywhere” formula). 
 
• The learning process is monitored constantly through evaluation or self-
evaluation and eventually adapted to the student’s needs and growth. 
 
• Following an e-learning course, the student is able to interact not only with 
the learning materials, but with the teachers and other students as well.  
e-learning can be further categorized into structural formal lessons and more 
informal means, like discussions, forums, e-mails, etc.   
Like any other form of teaching, e-learning has its range of benefits and 
drawbacks, I am going to try and summarize them to get a broader picture of 
today’s possibilities.  
• Anytime, Anywhere 
Traditional learning, whether you are a high-school teacher or a corporate 
trainer hired by a large company to design training curricula, is still 
restricted by location and timetables.  The location in turn restricts the 
number of students who can participate to the ones in the area at given 
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time.  E-learning instead allows students to learn without having to 
organize when and where everyone could be present.  
 
• Gamification 
Gamification10 is not simply adding games to an e-learning course.  It is 
defined as “the use of game thinking and game mechanics in non-game 
contexts to engage users in solving problems”.  Such mechanics could 
include a point, level up and achievements systems that can encourage a 
healthy competitivity between students.  
 
• Cost effectiveness 
Most serious – intended as having specific learning outcomes – e-learning 
courses require a paid subscription.  This bullet point is not actually about 
the affordability of e-learning, but rather about the effectivity of 
investments in it.  While traditional textbooks become obsolete after a 
certain time, the need to constantly acquire new editions is not necessary 
in e-learning as the published material can be updated in real time. 
Even with all the benefits of e-learning, one cannot deny that there are drawbacks 
and limits to this practice. 
• Limited to theoretical learning 
Although one could - for example - show videos and tutorials about car 
engineering, carpentry or other practical skills, the practical experience is 
essential in these fields and cannot be supplied by e-learning.  Increasingly 
more sophisticated Virtual Reality might one day supply to this need, but 
it is still out of the realm of our possibilities. 
 
• Isolation 
Although e-learning might offer tools to exchange information with other 
students and teachers, these interactions remain very impersonal.  
Learning online is a solo activity for the most part, which may give the 
learner the feeling they are completely alone. 
 
• Objectivity 
Tests and assignments need to be objective and impartial, especially with 
a high number of students.  There is little to no room for open discussion, 
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personalized marks and attention to the individual, like there would ideally 
be in a traditional classroom. 
 
• Security 
E-learning is a practice that uses the Internet as its backbone, and the 
Internet is inherently insecure.  As such, e-learning systems require a well 
secured environment to function, and even in this case there are potential 
risks. 
It is fundamental to keep in mind that this is merely an overview, and that every 
individual responds to every teaching method in their own way.  Like in a 
traditional classroom, there might be students that learn by repetition, others 
that learn by practical skills, others with actual learning disabilities who require 
a more personalized program to integrate new information. E-learning provides 
the tools to accommodate all the possible cases, but it is up to the course creator 
to use the available tools at their disposal. 
E-learning opens a plethora of possibilities with its range of different tools and 
materials, but ultimately the accessibility of a course depends on its creator and 
how said tools are handled.  Here a list of some good practices of online teaching 
that help better the practice of e-learning is presented.  
• A supporting community 
Teachers should encourage a strong sense of community amongst their 
students, this is true in a traditional classroom as in a digital one.  
Competition is healthy as long as it doesn’t become source of attrition 
between the students.  
 
• Clear expectations and objectives 
It is important to define from the very beginning what is expected from 
the students, which notions they have to learn, how they are supposed to 
turn in their assignments and in how much time.  There needs to be a clear 
communication between the teaching and learning parties.  
 
• Effective usage of available resources 
To get the most out of the e-learning experience both the teacher and the 
student should take full advantage of the vast amount of online services 
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that offer access to information.  Of course, the Web is full of factual as 
fictional information, of useful as well as distracting content: it is not only 
mandatory but essential to train students to acquire a healthy scepticism 
and to be able to distinguish a reliable source from an unreliable one. 
 
• Personalized Learning 
Personalization is more than just differentiation and individualization of a 
curriculum: it is a genuine tailoring of the learning environment to meet 
the needs and leanings of individual learners, giving the students 
themselves a degree of choice about what, when and how to learn. This 
cannot obviously be unlimited, since the students still have to have targets 
to meet, but it may provide the students the opportunity to learn in ways 
that suit their individual learning styles and multiple intelligences. 
Additionally, in most of today’s learning environments, we can distinguish two 
kinds of learning: synchronous and asynchronous.  Both strategies have their pros 
and cons, the choice of one or the other depends greatly on the students’ method 
of absorbing information.  An example of synchronous learning is an online chat 
or videoconference: the teacher can answer the questions the students make in 
real time, and the students can interact with each other.  But while synchronous 
learning avoids the risks of isolation, it is unable to benefit from the “anytime, 
anywhere” formula.  On the other hand, asynchronous learning can be carried out 
even when the student or the teacher is not online: study materials and answers 
can be delivered by email or by posting them on a forum board.  The students 
are able to follow the curriculum at their own pace, which can be a positive factor, 
but it can lead to feelings of isolation, or lesser result for those students who are 
less motivated to learn on their own.  
In most cases, a solution is found in offering a blended format: blended learning 
is a combination of the two types just discussed.  For example, the teacher could 
use scheduled video conferences to complete or discuss subjects which study 
material was given asynchronously. 
2.2.1  Micro Learning  
Micro Learning is a format of e-learning often used in corporate training, leisure 
learning, or to expand certain selected subjects of a school curriculum. The digital 
learning environment is split in micro-steps and activities that can be easily 
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incorporated into a learner’s daily routine. These activities make large use of push 
and notification media, which help reduce the cognitive load of the students. 
Micro-learning might not be suited for long and complex courses but it is an 
important paradigm shift that avoids the need to have separate learning sessions. 
Micro-learning platforms are often perfectly suited for mobile devices, that are 
unsuited to support long courses and text-heavy pages. 
 
Figure 2.3 – DUOLINGO is a mobile micro-learning platform to learn languages. It makes use of 
adaptive learning and gamification to teach or improve the knowledge of foreign languages. 
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2.3 E-learning Platforms 
Today, even with little to no knowledge of web programming, it is possible for 
anyone to create their own eLearning course or website, through numerous Open-
Source eLearning platforms available to the public. LMS (Learning Management 
Systems) and LCMS (Learning Content Management Systems) platforms offer 
content that is closer to the traditional teaching methods: the first are mainly 
tools for the management of courses, the enrolment and tracking of students, 
while the second handle the contents, the courses and the actual teaching 
material. As it can be intuitively understood, most platforms today support both 
of these systems at once. 
In a 2015 study, Martina DeVico presented an analysis and comparison of several 
platforms based on several of their characteristics. Of the several platforms 
analysed, the attention was focused on a few core points such as: 
- who developed it and following what kind of underlying philosophy; 
- how is the software diffused in the world and how much; 
- what kind of support is available for the platform users and what kind of 
licence it has (private or Open Source); 
- how is the platform structured, if the interface is intuitive and pleasant to 
use; 
- what kind of accessibility does the platform have; 
- how it implements social network features to favour communication. 
There are e-learning platforms based on the provision of content and minimal 
contribution from the tutors, oriented towards self-learning; others are based on 
assisted learning, that considers moments of individual studying alongside the 
interaction with an expert. Lastly, some platforms are completely focused on 
sharing and establishing a collaboration between its users.  
Among these, MOODLE (Modular Object Oriented Dynamic Learning 
Environment) - already in use at the University of Bologna - has been identified 
as the best system to support the contents of the ISHTAR website. Through 
MOODLE, a true interdependence between members of a group is established, 
the teacher assumes the role of a proper moderator and counsellor of a community 
focused on learning. 
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2.3.1  MOODLE  
First released in 200211 by Martin Dougiamas, MOODLE (Modular Object-
Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) is a dynamic VLE (Virtual Learning 
Environment) for the creation and management of  online courses focused on the 
collaboration between the teacher and the students. Other than being a free and 
Open Source program, it is released with a GPL public license, which guarantees 
end users the freedom to run, study, share and modify the software. This allowed 
the creation of an active international community that work on this platform and 
allow it a constant update. 
The courses are realized actively on a web server, such as the Apache HTTP 
server, a software installed on a computer that allows other computers (clients) 
to connect and communicate with it through a browser (Firefox, Safari, Chrome) 
using the HTTP protocol. 
 
Figure 2.4 – Schematic showing the basic functioning of a client-server connection. 
MOODLE is implemented in PHP and JavaScript - although the latter is quickly 
becoming obsolete as it is notorious for security vulnerabilities - so it can be 
installed on any web server able to support the PHP language. PHP is a 
programming language located inside the HTML markers. When a client asks for 
a specific page, the server runs the PHP code to interpret what the HTML pages 
given to the client should look like. One of the great features of this platform is 
that the client doesn’t need to install anything, a simple web browsing software 
is enough to display the pages made on the MOODLE server. 
Using MOODLE, anyone can quickly create a website to manage online education 
with incredible ease: as soon as the software is installed, the user can start creating 
teaching content, handle the student lists and divide them in classes or groups, 
can receive feedback, interact and monitor their activity to record their progress. 
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Before examining in detail the several activities and resources a user can create 
in this environment, it can be useful to summarise them under four main 
categories: 
• Communication. 
MOODLE was created and evolved, following a specific educational 
philosophy: social constructivism,  based on the idea that the student has 
to interact with the teacher but also with all the other students. All of this 
is made possible by MOODLE’s social networking tools, such as Forums, 
Chat Rooms and an internal to the website message system. 
 
• Production. 
A teacher can add any kind of activity when they are developing a course: 
with activity we mean all those tools that allow the students to learn while 
interacting with each other or with the teacher, like databases, glossaries, 
and wikis that can be freely edited. 
 
• Education. 
Under this category fall all the resources that a teacher can add to a course, 
from the simple Web Page created using the WYSIWYG editor included 
in MOODLE, to the IMS package to include a software able to run on a 
different platform. 
 
• Assessment. 
To follow the learning process of each student and being able to assess 
their results, the teacher can use several feedback tools such as Quizzes. 
Surveys are especially useful to know the class better and being able to 
make ongoing changes and optimize the resources available. 
As per early 2018, MOODLE is used worldwide, used by more than 56.000 
eLearning communities, used by 32 millions of users, is available in more than 
100 languages and the official support website counts more than 862.000 registered 
users12. Conferences are held all year long, all around the world for MOODLE 
users and developers, to encourage collaboration and sharing of best practices of 
this learning platform13. 
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Figure 2.5 – Diffusion of MOODLE in the world, a darker colour indicates a larger community. 
For the work regarding this thesis I have installed on my computer a pre-built 
combination of MOODLE with an Apache server and  the database management 
system MySQL. There are other automated installation approaches, such as the 
Debian package on Linux or the Bitnami library of installers. The version of 
MOODLE installed is version 3.5.4, released in May 2018, which is a version with 
Long Term Support policy. 
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2.3.2  Moodle resources  and activities  
 
Figure 2.6 – List of available activities and resources that can be added to a course in the core 
MOODLE package. 
The Book module enables the teacher to create a multi-page resource formatted 
like a book – that is, comprised of chapters and subchapters – that can include 
media files. The Book format is highly recommended to share long handouts or 
reading material for individual study. 
The File module enables a teacher to use a file as a course resource, as long as 
the students have the appropriate software on their computers in order to open 
it. The file will be either displayed within the course interface, or there will be a 
prompt to download it. It is appropriate to use this module in order to share a 
power point presentation, a pdf handout,  flash animations or virtual laboratories, 
draft files of certain software programs (for example a .psd or .tiff image for 
layered editing) so students can work with them before submitting their 
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assessment. A collection of several related files is usually delivered in a File 
module. 
An IMS content package is an organized software package, produced according 
on a standard agreement so that they can be run on different systems – as long 
as the support these standards. This module enables such content packages to be 
uploaded as a compressed file and added to a course as a resource. Their content 
is usually displayed over several pages, with navigation between the pages, it is 
useful for displaying multimedia content and have the student experiment with a 
specific software. 
Labels only have descriptive value and are normally used to separate the various 
area of a course and improve its appearance by inserting text and images that 
can give information and guidance to the user. 
The Page module is the simplest yet most versatile resource: through it, HTML 
pages can be created using an in-built WYSIWSG editor or importing it from 
outside editors; it also support JavaScript code as long as it is included between 
the <script></script> tags. The final result can be as elaborate as a proper web 
page, without the need to upload or create a file for it. 
During the preparation of a course, the user might find useful to include links to 
external documents or websites, or even towards resources on the same server. 
The links can be embedded or open in a new window 
The Assignment module represents one of most exemplary tools for didactics 
inside every e-learning platform. This activity module enables a teacher to 
communicate tasks, collect work and provide grades and feedback, either on-line 
as a course activity or off-line and sent to the teacher before a deadline, through 
the submit file tool. 
Chat rooms are the classic text-based synchronous exchange environment the 
students enrolled can use to meet, discuss and exchange information. This activity 
is especially useful for small groups that are not able to meet face to face, or for 
Q&A sessions with a supervisor. 
The Choice module is a very simple module that allows the teacher to ask a single 
question and offer a number of predetermined possible answers. It can be used as 
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a quick poll to test students’ understanding or to aid students in making a decision 
related to the direction they would like for the course. 
The Database module allows the creation of a standard collection of entries – 
such as the ones created on Microsoft Access – which structure must be created 
by the teacher but filled in with information by the students with, for example 
data they found through a particular assignment, or to build a collaborative 
bibliography 
The External Tool activity module enables the teacher to link to learning 
resources and activities on other web sites: for example, a new activity type or 
learning materials from a publisher. 
The Feedback activity module allows the creation of custom survey questions for 
collecting feedback from participants through a variety of question types including 
multiple choice, yes/no or text input. It is a great tool for course evaluation, and 
to allow the teacher to get to know their students better in order to adapt the 
course in itinere so that it adapts to the necessities of its students. In some cases, 
a comparative analysis of the answers received can be executed automatically. 
The Forum is the asynchronous counterpart to the chat room. Several forum 
types are available to choose from: in a standard forum, anyone can start a new 
discussion at any time, but a format can be chosen where each student can post 
exactly one discussion, or where students must first post before being able to view 
other students' posts. 
The Glossary activity allows the collaborative creation and management of a list 
of definitions to use as reference, review or list a number of automatic links to 
areas of the course. 
The Lesson activity module is the single most powerful resource for adaptive 
learning, as it enables the teacher to deliver content as well as practice activities 
in a fully adaptive, even extremely complex, path. Using this tool, teachers can 
choose to increase engagement and ensure understanding by including a variety 
of questions, such as multiple choice, matching and short answer. Depending on 
the student's choice of answer and how the teacher develops the lesson, students 
may progress to the next page, be taken back to a previous page or redirected 
down a different path entirely – thus, adaptive learning. 
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MOODLE offers a large variety of Quiz options, that can be either created 
singularly or imported in a certain format – discussed in section 3.2.3. Quizzes 
are generally used as end-of-course exams, for exam practice or simply to deliver 
immediate feedback about performance. 
The SCORM Package module allows to upload packages of learning objects 
produced outside of the website according to an agreed standard. After the 
upload, they become an integral part of the course and can be used as an 
assessment tool or to deliver multimedia content. 
The Survey module allows to give the students some pre-made survey sheets to 
collect feedback. It is a simpler tool than the feedback module. 
The Wiki is a collaborative activity that allows the collaborative creation of a 
number of web pages that can be modified, added and visualized by all course 
members. A history of previous versions of each page in the wiki is kept, listing 
the edits made by each participant. It is an excellent tool to keep and share notes, 
or to collaboratively work on a class project. 
Alongside the lesson, the Workshop represent the most powerful tool to allow the 
students to engage in a collaborative activity. The assessments uploaded through 
it can be seen, evaluated and commented on not only by the teacher, but by the 
rest of the students as well, through a multi-criteria assessment form defined by 
the teacher. Example submissions and reference assessments can be supplied from 
the teacher as well to kickstart the peer assessment process. 
As it can be understood from this list, MOODLE has a modular structure, which 
means that, other than these features, available in the core installer pack, there 
are hundreds of community sourced plugins, that can extend the features of 
MOODLE’s functionality. As of early 2019, there are over 1500 plugins available 
for MOODLE, developed by almost 900 people, with more than 350000 recent 
downloads14.  
